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FRIDAY, September 27
- Volunteer Program (All Day) Lobby of M.H. Aud.

SATURDAY, September 28
- Baseball (Exhibition Game) 10:30 a.m. Riverside #1

SUNDAY, September 29
- Play Rehearsal (7:00-11:00 p.m.) M.H. Aud.

MONDAY, September 30
- Psych Lab Open House (7:30-10:00 p.m.) (See the psychos for free)
- Philharmonic Rehearsal (6:30 p.m.-10) Old M.L.

TUESDAY, October 1
- Theater Rehearsal (6:45 p.m.-11:30) Sac. Aud.
- Appreciation Dinner for Orientation Workers Dinner (5:15 p.m.) Dining Hall

WEDNESDAY, October 2
- Theater Rehearsal M.H. Aud.
- Theater Rehearsal Sac. Aud.

THURSDAY, October 3
- Theater Rehearsal M.H. Aud.
- Theater Rehearsal Sac. Aud.

EDITORIAL

Are we heading for doomsday? Is there any means to solve the economic dilemma that exists in the world today. President Ford hopes so. During the last week, he has presided over a televised economic summit in Washington. Ford is attempting to come up with new solutions to combat inflation, otherwise the United States and most of the other countries in the western world are heading for a depression.

The living cost in the United States for the last year has risen 11.2 per cent. How can we stop inflation? There has not been any really fresh or proven ideas on curbing inflation. One thing is for sure, the U.S. cannot continue just following the macro-economic policy, with regard to the economy, that it has held since the last depression. Increasing the tax rate and lowering government spending will help but I seriously doubt if it will be enough. The reason being the food and oil situation. The crop failure in 1972 and the Arab Oil Embargo are specifically micro-economic problems. Micro-economics deal with the particular while macro-economics deal with the general.

One thing is for certain, I do not know the answer, but then who does? Hopefully a fusion of the two polices will stop inflation, but it is too early to be certain. What is needed is an all-out united effort by the government and big business to combat inflation. If they did this, then the only worry would be that maybe they started too late.
From The Masses

On The Road

On the road to Cadillacio we chanced upon a non-rabbit with a stop-watch. He was followed by Ian Anderson attired in plaid tell. We asked the non-rabbit why his watch was stopped. Non-rabbit replied, "It doesn't make any difference it's a non-watch anyway (John Cameron Sweeney would have been proud)." The little girl asked, "does anybody really know what time it is?" To which Ian replied, "does anybody really care?" Pulling our shit together (and it was a real mess) we climbed back into our car and entered the city.

Upon first entering Cadillacio, we saw in the distance (a dream it must have been) a clown strapped to a huge golden croquet wicket (similar to the one found in St. Louis). The people of the town were hard at work pelting the clown with quarter pound hamburgers. Around the base of the wickets pranced creatures—pirates, servants and munchkins. We chanced to ask one of the townpeople what the purpose of the extravaganza was; and were immediately descended upon by what appeared to be huge French fries armed with packets of ketchup which they proceeded to spew upon our vital parts. Being totally disoriented by this seemingly unprovoked outburst of violence (and having ketchup in our eyes), we were captured and dragged to a large, white, stoned building with blue trim vaguely resembling Cinderella's palace in Disneyland (another city of dreams).

While first entering this complex we noticed a fetid odor. During our stay we were forced to eat little square hamburgers with holes in them, three times daily. The gas pains were atrocious and the smell even more deadly. Oscar said, "This is really quite a gas." We desired to bottle this elixir and place it in our pink Mercedes Benz, but alas we had no bottles.

On the third day, after totally slogging ourselves we began formulations of an escape plan, which in our condition wasn't easy.

Next episode: The Great Escape or For God Sakes Light a Match

Dear John Folkther, If your letter in last week's issue of the Carbon was worth of a rebuttal, I would write it. Unfortunately it wasn't, so I won't. My only reaction to it was sorrow, because you apparently managed to complete my entire General Psychology course last year without learning a single thing about the field of psychology. Therefore, I must come to the rather painful conclusion that the content of your letter reflects more upon my inadequacy as a teacher than your understanding of the field of psychology.

There is an issue at hand concerning the residents of Doyle Hall. First to explain the issue: During the summer months the maintenance crew supposedly fastened all the desks to the wall on the second and third floors. Since then a number of those desks have been removed from their standard position against the wall and now the order has been handed down to find out who removed their desks from the wall so they can be charged a fine for this action and then the maintenance crew will come in and fasten (con't on next column)

From The Masses Can't them down again.

The reason for this is that there is a fear that when the desks aren't fastened down they will be damaged. But if the desks are broken, at the end of the year the resident will be assessed for the damaged whether or not the desks are fastened down. So their reason doesn't seem to be a very valid one.

But it seems to me that whoever ordered the desks to be fastened down again would get the hint that the residents do not want their desks fastened down again. Along with this statement I wish to add that recently, myself and a few others helped me to take a roll of the residents in Doyle Hall, and of approximately 170 residents, 125 were asked their feeling toward this situation. (The other 35 were not in their rooms when the roll was taken). The results of this were that everyone that was asked wanted to be able to have the choice of whether or not they wanted to rearrange their room.

In Conclusion, I wish to ask the question: Why isn't the resident allowed to arrange his room the way that suits him the best, in order to be able to live a comfortable life in Doyle Hall.

Mel Nolane
Vice-Pres. Doyle Hall

Marian College Film Committee

During the past few weeks a new committee has been established for the task of selecting and organizing a series of films to be shown on campus throughout the year. The purpose behind the organization of this Film Committee was not only to provide the campus with a variety of movies, but to form a group consisting of representatives from both dorms, each of the classes, and the day students; a unified effort toward a common goal. Possibly in the future, more groups of this nature can be created to provide not only movies, but other entertainment and social events.

This year with the new Film Committee, and all the various student groups working together, we are able to spend more money, provide more films, and a wider variety of films.

The Committee has selected ten films for this year including a number of comedies, a musical, historical dramas, and horror. The first film tentatively scheduled for Friday, October 4 will be Little Big Man starring Dustin Hoffman and Faye Dunaway. Other films scheduled are The Owl and the Pussycat, a comedy with Barbra Streisand and George Segal; Walking Tall, a very popular film this past year based on the life of a southern sheriff and his fight against organized crime; The Day of the Jackel, a fictionalized account of an assassination attempt on Charles de Gaulle; Bob, Carol, Ted and Alice— a sophisticated, comical satire on contemporary life; Forty Carats, a comedy adapted from the original Broadway play; On The Waterfront, a classic film that won

(con't on page 5)
From The Masses Con't

We really think that everybody had a good time and hope that this will be the beginning of a long run.

Tomorrow night the Senior Class is sponsoring a "45's night" in the PERC and we hope that everybody is able to attend will do so. There will be contests, raffles and lots of fun things to do. Money is being raised and it is for a good cause.

Somethings for the future to mark down in your little social calendars include: October 11, Banquet Dinner in the PERC. Here is a well known acoustic-guitar-playing-folk-singer. (I dare you to say that one fast) He and his wife and children will be on campus with us that weekend and we are looking forward to having them here. October 18, the Music Club will be sponsoring a Coffee House in the PERC. No details yet on who will be playing, but with all the talent that we have here we're sure that it will be good. (Incidentally, any other groups that would like to have a night in the PERC, please get in touch with me.)

Huff said for the PERC, lets talk about the CAF for awhile. Not getting as much response from the BEEF BOARD, as we would expect. We would like to hear what you think, bro du de, con, (mainly, no, I only say about what we are doing here). I know the French Dressing is weak and we're taking steps to correct that. I know the flies are bad. We are fogging for the fly's almost every night but we don't seem to be getting anywhere. We'll continue to fog and hope that it gets cold enough, soon enough, to get rid of them. If you have a food service or the PERC that you would like to talk over with us, please let us know. We try to be in the CAF for at least a portion of each meal and almost always have time to sit down and talk. Of course if we don't like what you are saying, it may be our choice to physically abuse you, but that's the breaks of the game.

Two weeks again tonight our throat is dry, the call of that wild bird of prey, the Mug Beck, is growing ever stronger in our throats. Good night, God Bless and Peace. See you in the PERC.

Dave

-----

EVEN MORE GRIPES

Yes fellow bitchers, there are still gripes in this fourth week of Marvin U.

Here at Doyle, I East, as well as other floors I'm told, must wash through water to shower or do other duties. It seems the johs and sinks have a habit of over flowing. But doing it for four weeks is a little too much.

Two weeks ago it was reported at the Doyle Hall meeting that the shower curtains were in. But still we are washing naked to the world. That cool for some people but I personally like to shower without being flooded with cold classes of water.

A loyal student in my hall here at Doyle brought to my attention that even when the johs don't overflow, the janitors are in there mopping. So no matter what happens, (cont. p9y col. 2)

THE FRIESEN REPORT

Greetings! Oh tired of this trip. Here we go again with another week's commentary on what makes food on this campus run. (Mainly it is running to keep from ending up in my stew pots.) In the great spirit of editorial comment that this rag is famous for, our pearls of wisdom were given the above mentioned headline last week, now you're stuck with it.

We would really like to thank everyone for the support you are giving us in the PERC. It is starting to go and become a popular gathering spot. We keep trying to tell people that it would go much better if only we could serve that frothy, foamy beverage (root beer!), however... Last week's Junior Class sponsored house on Saturday night and it was a big success by all standards. (cont. next column)
Support Marian's Drum and Bugle Corps!

Do you know what the Marian College Drum and Bugle Corps wants from you? Nothing much just your junk. That's right, your old junk, you see the Corps is trying to raise money to finance their trip to the Mardi Gras in New Orleans this year. Junk is the one commodity that everyone has more than enough of. So why don't you donate some of your spare junk to the Corps, to help them with their Rummage Sale. The Sale will take place over Parent's Weekend, on November 9-10. This is a great opportunity for the Drum and Bugle Corps, so be generous, otherwise they'll never get the chance to show the people down in New Orleans what great showmen they really are.

CA~ON HISSES
- Third Man in the Perc
- Unfair Tuition for Co-op Nursing Students
- Clare Hall Pervvert

(Mel's Gripes continued)
early in the morn, we all get wet feet to start out the day. Great!

And last but not least, Fran wrote a very one sided but oh so true article last week and caught hell for it. So here is some reinforcement for ya Fran. I agree. Something must be changed to help out in the hassle of pre-registration.

Yours Till The Administration WAKES UP,

We have noticed that most of the material coming into the Carbon has come from Doyle. We take this opportunity to invite the females of M.C. to write something. You can't go on being the silent majority forever. If you have a statement you feel should be heard by everyone, the Carbon is the place to bring it.

The editor,

YOU KNOW YOU'RE AT MARIAN COLLEGE WHEN:
-...they don't turn on the heaters till everyone has a cold.
-...you feel Dave Fransen hand on your neck
-...the nurse can't take your temperature because all the thermometers are broken.
-...3 out of 3 movie projectors don't work.
-...you can still see the bark in the toilet paper.
-...you start seeing nuns in your dreams.
-...on your walk to classes, you say "Hello" to everyone you meet.

CARBON A PPLAUDS

- WATKO'S Speedy Recovery
- Fox & Byers FINALLY Getting their Shit Together
- Mel's New Nose
- Bulko's 21st and his 4 MAD Dogs

David Manning

[Cartoon of a bird saying, "What's Happening, B.B.? Hey, David, heard you were looking for me. I wanted to ask you something."
[Cartoon of a bird saying, "How come we don't have very many Black Nuns?"
[Cartoon of a bird saying, "Easy, the Supreme Court said it was unconstitutional to Ban Nuns!"
Man's Intramurals

Now that the first week of football is over, and everyone is familiar with the rules, we should have a good program. If anyone is disappointed about the quality of play, don’t worry! The teams get better by the game — if they don’t then they get the shit kicked out of ’em by the better teams.

Here’s Sunday’s results:

Stoned Rangers 33 — Harvey Wallbangers 9
Bad Joses 27 — Nads 0
MFIC ?
Hops won by forfeit — Bootstrap

* (?) I don’t understand it either, man!

Wednesday’s results:

Harvey Wallbangers 26 — Hops 0
Nads 12 — ?

Fran

Student Board Report

A Student Board Meeting was held Sunday, Sept. 22 in the Social Council Room. President John Klemen called the meeting to order.

Representative Reports:

Clare Hall reported that there will be a blood mobile on campus November 21 for those interested in giving blood. Approximately 200 pints of blood are needed for Marian Students, faculty members and families to be guaranteed blood in time of need. This will be guaranteed for the next two years. The Sophomore Class Reported that nominations for freshman class officers will be held Sept. 25-27. Primaries (if needed) will be held Monday, Sept. 30. Elections will be held Oct. 2.

The President reported that Dean Woodman will be at the Student Board Meeting this week to go over his proposed judicial system.

Old Business:

New Park Renovation Committee members will be decided upon next week. Positions on this committee are open to all members of MSA.

New Business

Brent Blaine asked everyone to see how people feel regarding the yearbook — if student board should back it financially.

Attention All Students:

At this Sunday’s student board meeting, we will discuss Dean Woodman’s pending proposal to modify the Conduct Adjudication System. Dean Woodman will be there to answer the students’ questions concerning this proposal. Since this matter concerns the whole student population, it may be beneficial for you to attend the meeting and participate in the discussion. Remember, the meeting is open to all students, and is held at 7:30 in the Social Council Room in SAC.

Thank You
John Klemen
Pres. MSA

Women’s Intramurals

Our last pre-season insight into the world of Women’s Volleyball ends today, as intramurals start Monday, Sept. 30 in the Clare Hall Gym. However, because there are 17 teams this year, it has been suggested and approved by the Intramural Committee (Main, Little Wap and Starkie) that there will be two leagues.

With movies and dances falling on a few Wednesdays of our season, a champion can only be decided upon before finals if and only if there are 2 leagues. Therefore, at least one member of each of the 17 teams should meet in Room 207 of Clare Hall (Main’s room) at 2:30 p.m. — Friday (Today) Sept. 27th. At this time, each team will draw for whatever league they will compete in. The team with the most wins from League A and League B will compete for the championship title.

Predicted as possible champions for this Volleyball season are: Schuck’s Garden (who else?), the Pit (ex-Stickettes plus Monica and Brigid), the Whatstoyas’ (the best of the Sophs), Wazuri (attempts a 3rd championship VB title), and the B.S. Bombers (that Freshmen team awaiting a 4-year title run if...).

So remember teams have a representative up in Main’s room at 2:30 today, or contact one of the “Committee”.

The "Committee"
FREE PRESS

NON-CREDIT YOGA COURSE.
Oct. 2 First Class.
LORRIE COLLINS - Instructor
All Meetings - All Weds. 7:00-8:00
Fee - $25.00
Open to All

ATTENTION: SENIORS
The Final Deadline for signing up for Class pictures is Monday,
Sept. 30. Anyone who has not signed up and wishes to do so, please contact Katy Harbor,
Ext. 387

"45's Night"
At the Rec.
- Raffles
- Contests
- Fun

Business Club Meeting:
Tuesday, Oct. 2, 1974
11:30 AM. Room 306
Committees Open -
A Chance for Everyone To Get Involved!!

Golden Knights
Meeting Wed. at 6:00 PM
In the Clare Hall Lounge.
Anyone Intending to Be a Member This Year Should Attend!!

Social Planning Committee still needs 2 Freshmen.
Meeting This Sunday at 6:45
SAC 5 (Social Council Room)
If Interested Please Attend!!